NEW PATTERN-RITE® FOR AIR BED AREA

- Maximizes Pattern-Rite® lane throughput
- Adjustable height for different can heights
- Tipped can sensing unit
- Electrical sensors that are used with air bed design

FUNCTION

- PLC (programmable logic controller) programming and hardware conversions
- VF, vector and servo drive upgrades
- HMI (human machine interface) and/or multi-line text displays
- Communication protocols
- Contact us for additional options

NEW MIDDLE BED SECTION AIR BED DESIGN

- Replace middle bed section that is belt design
- Middle air bed section assembly
- New bed guide rails
- Air bed motor and fan
- Fan motor VF Drive to replace pattern bed section belt VF Drive. This VF Drive is shipped loose to be installed in the field.

DOCUMENTATION

Program changes and schematic updates as applicable to the scope of this proposal. Updated technical documents in English as applicable to the scope of this proposal.

Contact Us: service@abengineeringservices.com
1.800.882.4995
Partner with a global expert for packaging equipment service and parts.

A&B Engineering Services has solutions for all of your equipment needs. Whether you need installation and start-up services for new equipment, or you’re looking for ways to extend the life of your existing systems, A&B Engineering Services helps you get the job done.

- Install, start-up and commission new equipment; or relocate used equipment.
- Obtain expert field service for container changeovers and repairs.
- Facilitate safe, reliable operations with machine-side and classroom training.
- Update PLCs, drives and HMI programming for improved speed and functionality.
- Achieve maximum throughput with complete line controls integration.
- Reduce downtime with critical spare parts and detailed machine manuals.
- Preserve the equipment’s dependability with preventive maintenance services.
- Scrutinize line performance with professional audits.
- Minimize risk with safety upgrades.
- Modernize legacy equipment with engineered solutions.
- Access 24-hour technical support from qualified customer service personnel.

A&B Engineering Services LLC is the aftermarket service company of Arrowhead Systems, a leading manufacturer of packaging equipment and conveyors.

For nearly 70 years, Arrowhead Systems has supplied solutions to the best brands in the food, beverage, personal care, container manufacturing, household products and pharmaceutical industries. Arrowhead Systems equipment can be found in facilities all over the world, and A&B Engineering’s expert field service representatives travel great distances to keep those machines operating at peak performance. In addition to servicing Arrowhead Systems equipment, A&B Engineering leverages its industry knowledge to service other major brands.